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One hundred years ago, 40cars lined up for the firstIndianapolis 500. We are still waiting to find

out who won.The Indy 500 was created to showcase the controversial new sport of automobile

racing, which was sweeping the country. Daring young men were driving automobiles at the

astonishing speed of 75 miles per hour, testing themselves and their vehicles. It was indeed a

young man’s game: with no seat belts, hard helmets or roll bars, the dangers were enormous.

When the Indianapolis Motor Speedway opened in 1909, seven people were killed, some of

them spectators. Oil-slicked surfaces, clouds of smoke, exploding tires, and flying grit all made

driving extremely hazardous, especially with the open-cockpit, windshield-less vehicles. Most

drivers rode with a mechanic, who pumped oil manually while watching for cars attempting to

pass. Drivers sometimes threw wrenches or bolts at each other during the race in order to gain

an advantage. The night before an event, the racers would take up a collection for the next

day’s new widows. Bookmakers offered bets not only on who might win but who might survive.

Not all the participants in that first Indy 500 lived to see the checkered flag.Although the 1911

Indy 500 judges declared Ray Harroun, driving a Marmon Wasp, the official winner, there is

reason to doubt that result. The timekeeping equipment failed, and the judges had to run for

their lives when a driver lost control and his car spun wildly toward their stand. It took officials

two days to determine the results, and Speedway authorities ordered the records to be

destroyed.But Blood and Smoke is about more than a race, even a race as fabled as the

Indianapolis 500. It is the story of America at the dawn of the automobile age, 29.99 a country

in love with speed, danger, and spectacle. It is a story, too, about the young men who would

risk their lives for money and glory, the sportsmen whose antics would thrill and outrage

Americans in those long-ago days when the automobile was still brand new.
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MOMBehind them was a past forever destroyed, still quivering on its ruins with all the fossils of

the centuries of absolutism; before them the dawn of a vast horizon, the first glimmerings of the

future; and between these two worlds, like the ocean that separates the Old World from young

America, something vague and floating, a stormy sea full of wreckage, traversed from time to

time by some far-off white sail or some ship puffing heavy smoke—in short, the present century.

—ALFRED DE MUSSET,The Confession of a Child of the CenturyGentlemen, start your

coffins.—JIM MURRAY, Los Angeles TimesALL THESE YEARS later his heart still swells with

pride for his father, who won the Indianapolis 500-mile race. When he opens the door of his

place down near Orlando, the son doesn’t so much greet you as present you with his smooth

and pleasant face, turning it a bit this way then that, wanting you to notice how closely he

resembles Dad. You gasp obligingly, and he smiles, as in a card trick.The son says he is

waiting for the cleaning lady but the house is immaculate. The father was fastidious, small-built,

and dapper with a pencil mustache—like a lot of race car drivers of his day—and the house is

a fitting shrine to him, though he never lived here himself. Scattered throughout the rooms are

framed photographs of Dad, miniature automobiles, laminated documents, scrapbooks with

crumbling clippings from long-gone barbershop magazines (Argosy, Saga, True) and even

yellower telegrams of congratulation. When you win the Indianapolis 500, people start

laminating your documents, and it just goes on from there.ONCE, ACROSS VAST swaths of

America, the race was the most anticipated event on the calendar apart from Christmas. Every

Memorial Day as many as 400,000 spectators packed themselves into the Speedway, a two-

and-a-half-mile rectangle (with curved corners) located not in Indianapolis, technically, but in

Speedway, Indiana (pop. 12,594), a suburb about five miles northwest of the capital. The mobs

were no doubt drawn to the race in part by the loud and sexy cars and the (usually) quiet and

(by definition) sexy men who drove them at speeds of 75, then 150, and, as the years went by,

well above 200 miles per hour. Americans love cars, of course, and speed and competition,

and sunshine and pork tenderloin sandwiches, but no one has ever been able to explain

exactly why so many people feel so passionately about this particular race, which involves

esoteric machines and arcane feats of mechanical engineering as well as the occasional fiery

death—and which does not even determine the championship of the Indy car circuit. “I don’t

know why Indy became such a phenomenon,” former Speedway president Joe Cloutier once

said, “but I do know it’s a fragile formula that we don’t want to mess with.”Until 1986 not

messing with the formula meant keeping the best-attended sports event in America off live

national TV, the better to preserve that robust gate. So in the ’60s and ’70s, as the cool, low-

slung roadsters gave way to fierce-looking rear-engine racers, and the Speedway found itself

flooded with future immortals like A.J. Foyt (four wins), Al Unser (four) and his brother Bobby

(three), Johnny Rutherford (three), and Mario Andretti (just one, but God what great hair), the



only way for most people to see the race as it happened was to “see” it on radio. Crowding

around the portable at the Memorial Day picnic, shushing each other while announcers Sid

Collins and later Paul Page described the action, became for millions a rite of late middle-

American spring. Indeed like most other things forbidden to the eye, the race in this accidental

way gained a potent extra allure.To win the Indy 500 was a glorious, life-changing event that

severely tested the winner’s ability to handle money, media, and awe. “The stakes for a driver

are so high, in terms of money and prestige, that it heightens the danger,” Sam Posey, who

finished fifth in the 1972 Indy 500, once said. “There’s never a moment that you relax at the

Speedway, never a moment when you get past the possibility of something really insane

happening. I mean, who cares if you win at Trenton?” Winning the 500 was a distinction

comparable to being the heavyweight champion in the era before that division was merely a

merry-go-round of revolving Russians. You walked into a restaurant and someone sent drinks

to your table and every once in a while someone threw a drink in your face—the ultimate

compliment, really, when your only offense was being just too much for the drink flinger to

handle—your famous face now a glorious bump, like that of all the other winners, on the silver

Borg-Warner trophy. The radio monologist Jean Shepherd, who grew up in Hammond, Indiana,

observed in the early 1970s that all retired Indy winners have “a sadness around their eyes,

because they know they can never win the 500 again.” The rush of victory at the place they call

the Brickyard does seem highly addictive. Two winners, Floyd Roberts and Bill Vukovich, died

on the track while trying for a second and third Indy, respectively. The 1924 “co-winner,” Lora

Corum, hanged himself—though that is a complicated story, his suicide coming many years

after the disgrace of being fired after the 109th lap by car owner Fred Duesenberg, who

replaced him on the spot with the more aggressive Joe Boyer (who won the race but died on

another track just a few months later). Even if winning at Indy doesn’t change you forever it will

change forever the way other men see you. It will change the way women see you, too. The

father of the son in Orlando, for example, was married five times.Baby boomers, those masters

and slaves of nostalgia, will point to the ’60s and ’70s as the best of times at Indy, but the

matter is hardly settled. You could make a case for the 1980s, an era of dramatic duels (see,

for example, Danny Sullivan’s 1985 “spin-and-win” victory over Andretti, and the ballsy wheel-

brush with which Emerson Fittipaldi finally shook off Al Unser Jr. with four laps to go in ’89) and

sleek, curvaceous cars that looked like they were going 230 mph when they were sitting in the

pits (the record for the fastest race lap, set in 1996, is 236.103 mph). These one-off speed

machines would later be outlawed by a governing body, the Indy Racing League, concerned

about safety, yes, but perhaps just as much about the cost to the car owners of constantly

pushing the borders of technology and design. Still, the very real possibility that the machines

in those years might at any moment become airborne and fly into the stands seemed to scare

away no one. Quite the opposite, actually. Not only would 400,000 come to watch the race in

the mid-’80s, but nearly 200,000 routinely turned out the day before (Carburetion Day, as it is

still known, though no Indy car has had a carburetor since 1991) to see the final tune-ups.

Perhaps the one legitimate knock against the ’80s as the true Glory Days is that the then new

generation of drivers—a group led by Bobby Rahal, Tom Sneva, and especially Rick Mears,

who won four 500s between ’79 and ’91—were more competent than charismatic, the

vanguard of the all too vanilla era lying just around the next turn.A lack of pungent personalities

was not a problem in the ’40s and ’50s: the key decades in the opinion of many Indy

aficionados. Of course it was easier to discern and distinguish the human players in those days

of open-top roadsters and visor-less, chin-strapped helmets that looked like hollowed-out

cannonballs. But the members of what some would call Indy’s Greatest Generation do truly



qualify as self-sacrificing, forward-looking men on a mission: namely, to save the hallowed

Speedway from the crumbling, weed-choked mess it had become after closing in 1941 in the

wake of a wartime ban on auto sports. The conventional wisdom had Eddie Rickenbacker, the

World War I fighter ace and Congressional Medal of Honor winner who had been the principal

owner of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway since 1927, selling the property to developers intent

on melding it into the general postwar suburban sprawl. But former driver Wilbur Shaw—a

Hoosier who had won the big race in ’37, ’39, and ’40—led a search for a savior, and found one

in Terre Haute’s Tony Hulman, a forty-four-year-old Yale graduate and heir to the Clabber Girl

baking powder fortune. Hulman bought the bare ruined rectangle for $750,000 and, with Shaw

serving as president of the Speedway, spearheaded a renovation that allowed racing to

resume in 1946. Drivers like Mauri Rose (three wins) and the Mad Russian, Bill Vukovich (two),

created a new racing culture that would eclipse the proud but primitive era (1912–1929) that

until then had been known semiofficially as the Golden Years.THE FATHER OF the man in

Orlando did his driving before all that, before even the epic 1912 race in which the great Ralph

DePalma gallantly got out and pushed his Mercedes down the homestretch after leading for

194 of the 200 laps and breaking down on mile 497. The photograph of that Sisyphean finish,

reproduced in hundreds of local newspapers (the only mass media in those pre-radio days),

helped the Speedway certify its status as a kind of Olympus–cum–service pits, a place where

gods cavort and larger-than-life things occur. Two years later, in 1914, the race already had the

mythic quality it would carry into the next century, and the weekly Motor Age was describing it

as “a pageant of motion, a spectacle of action, a fete of frenzy and a melodrama of speed—it is

color, excitement, uncertainty, despair and triumph crowded into seven hours of a May day.”But

the 1912 Indy was not the first Indianapolis 500-mile race. That happened a year earlier, on

May 30, 1911, a month after a great fire destroyed much of Bangor, Maine, a week after the

New York Public Library opened for business, and the day before the White Star Line’s new

flagship, RMS Titanic, was launched on a test run from the Harland and Wolff shipyard in

Belfast. Many buffs classify that first 500 as its own discrete era, and if they think of it at all

consider it a strange day when death and a bizarre post-race controversy tainted what might

have been a glorious and historic moment, leaving thousands to wonder what exactly their

eyes had just witnessed. Eventually, official decisions were rendered, backs were slapped, a

body was buried, and the cross fire of accusations more or less subsided—but the controversy

concerning the result of the first Indy 500 never really got resolved. Resentment and doubt

festered in the hearts and minds of those who were directly involved until the day they died,

sometimes boiling over in the presence of a family member or surprised reporter who had

thought he was writing a warm and fuzzy Where Are They Now piece about some genial old

Stutz Bearcat–driving gent.Over the years, the events of May 30, 1911, also became fodder for

legions of Indy 500 buffs who still periodically pick up the topic in Internet forums or at vintage

car rallies, bat it around a bit, then move on in frustration, having no new information to support

their particular point of view. The odd truth is that except for a couple of rather sloppily

executed magazine pieces published at least two decades ago, the events of that Indianapolis

afternoon have for these last hundred years never been subject to anything like a thorough

journalistic look-see. To discover what is possible to know about the first 500-mile race, and to

shed light on the curious and now largely forgotten early automobile racing scene, is the dual

mission of this book.For now, at the outset, let us agree on this: rather than lose a bar bet, you

should say, if the question is who won the first Indy 500, and the money is sitting right there

under the beer glass, that the answer is Ray Harroun. No reference book, or relevant Web site,

would disagree with you, and you might even be correct. Harroun’s streamlined yellow Marmon



Wasp finished the 1911 race in six hours, forty-two minutes, and eight seconds, averaging 74.6

miles per hour (the average speed record is now 185.981 mph). That put him one minute and

forty-three seconds ahead of the luxurious white Lozier that “Smiling” Ralph Mulford had driven

all the way from Detroit to the Indy starting line. These results and numbers are taken, by the

way, from the official record of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, and there is no reason to be

suspicious of them—unless you are the sort of person who might wonder why they were not

produced on the spot, in sync with the statutory snap of the checkered flag, but rather over the

course of two days and nights of closed-door meetings in a downtown Indianapolis hotel, and

not until the Speedway’s founding president, Carl Graham Fisher, ordered all the scoring

sheets and judges’ notes destroyed.THE RACE TODAY is either in a post-heyday or pre-

comeback state, depending on your general attitude toward life and whether you are employed

by the marketing arm of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Some Indy traditions survive

unchanged (the 6:00 A.M. explosive charge that signals the opening of the gates; Jim Nabors

warbling “Back Home Again in Indiana”; the Speedway’s Vatican approach to information

dispersal, which means among other things that attendance figures are always approximate).

Other rituals have experienced some light revision (it is now, almost always, “Ladies and

gentlemen, start your engines,” and the winner’s obligatory glass of milk is sponsored by the

American Dairy Association). But in more recent years much of what former Speedway

president Cloutier called “the delicate formula” has been seriously messed with. Since 1971,

the race has taken place not necessarily on Memorial Day—or Decoration Day, as the holiday

was known at the time of the first Indy—but on the Sunday of Memorial Day weekend. That is

largely a concession to television, as is a starting time (since 2005) of 1:00 P.M. or noon (as

opposed to the original 10:00 A.M.), meaning that to many fans the race now unfolds in a

different and much less interesting light. Who knew this crowd was so painterly?Most of the

major changes, however, trace back to a mid-’90s schism in the world of open-wheel racing

that had the effect of diluting the Indy talent pool (a dentist raced in the 500 one year) and

ushering in the age of slower/safer cars, which look clunkier and sound wimpier, in the opinion

of many fans who have long since gone over to NASCAR. Certainly, not all developments have

been for the worse: a few intriguing—and, it would seem, highly marketable—personalities

have surfaced in the last decade. Yet despite the presence of three-time winner Helio

Castroneves, a dreamboat Brazilian driver who also cha-chaed to glory on Dancing with the

Stars, and Danica Patrick, who has demonstrated that she is much more than just a very pretty

face, TV ratings for the race have dropped precipitously, and are now passing through hockey

territory on their way to the land of women’s basketball.IT WOULD BE difficult—and impolite,

and pointless—to raise the issue of a diminished Indy 500, or the matter of the controversial

finish, with Dick Harroun, the ninety-four-year-old man sitting on his bed in Orlando, with an

open scrapbook in his lap, talking about his long-departed dad. “Dad was the first to use

strategy to win a race—tire strategy!” he is saying, enthusiastically. “He went to Firestone and

asked them how fast he could go without blowing a tire and they said 75 miles per hour. So he

stuck to that speed, letting whoever wanted to pass him by in the early stages, and in the end

he made fewer pit stops and guess what—he won the race!”Ray’s Marmon was also the only

one of the forty cars in the first 500 built as a single-seater. It was the custom in those days for

every race car to have a “riding mechanic” who would check the gauges, manually pump fuel

and water, and let the driver know when other cars were coming up on his right or left, the

better to avoid collisions. Dick says that his father designed the car with one seat primarily for

humanitarian reasons: “There were so many accidents in those days that Dad thought that if

something happened to his car it would be better if one man, not two, were involved in the



wreck. At the end of the day there would be, you know, one less widow.” That is a son’s story.

The way the tale usually goes, the other drivers thought a one-seater was unfairly

advantageous to Ray because it was streamlined and lighter, and dangerous for all concerned

because it lacked a lookout. During qualifying week, they threatened to boycott the 500 should

the Marmon be allowed to start. Ray then went back to the garage, or so the story goes, and

worked up a crude rearview mirror, which he mounted on the Marmon to mollify his rivals, at

least about the matter of his not being able to see who was coming from behind. Either way

you tell it, though, Ray comes out the hero. “You see, Dad was an engineer at heart,” Dick says,

“not just a driver.”Dick, born in 1915, is too young to have witnessed his father’s one Indy 500,

but he had an older brother, Ray Jr., who at the age of eleven saw it with their mother, Edith. “It

must have been very exciting for them to be there,” Dick says. “Halfway through the race, fans

in the grandstand had figured out that he was Ray Harroun’s son, and they started yelling at

the people standing up in front, ‘Sit down so this boy can see his father win the 500-mile

sweepstakes!’ ” Dick heard this story from his mother; he never met his only sibling, who was

killed, by an automobile, while playing ball in a Chicago street two years later.Dick probably

didn’t have the happiest of childhoods. In an era before divorce was common, he grew up in

Detroit with his single mother while Ray, who had quit driving on the day he won the Indy 500,

saying it was too dangerous, pursued a career in the automobile business, sometimes working

for others, sometimes for himself, and traveling frequently. Dick says that his father invented the

automobile bumper (they were fancy add-ons in the 1910s, like custom horns and mud flaps),

and for a while, just before the First World War, Ray ran the Harroun Motor Company, which

manufactured a mid-priced sedan called the Harroun. “There were times,” Dick says, “when

Dad was in the money.” Those times, alas, did not include the long final chapter of Ray’s life,

when he and his much younger fifth wife were living in a trailer in Anderson, Indiana, thirty-nine

miles from the scene of his defining, if sometimes disputed, triumph, surviving on his $116

monthly Social Security check. But Dick is right about his father having a passion for

automobile engineering. The day Ray died—in 1968, at the age of eighty-nine—he was sitting

in the kitchen of his trailer and, says Dick, “working on a variable-ratio power steering unit that

would have made going around turns a lot safer for everyone.”In times of chicken and in times

of feathers, as they used to say, Ray always tried to be a good father to Dick, in his fashion. In

1922, when Ray made a business trip to Los Angeles, he took along Dick, then seven, and the

two got a tour of several Hollywood movie studios. On the set of Grandma’s Boy at General

Service Studios they met the comedian Harold Lloyd, who was shooting a scene involving farm

animals escaping from a truck and running amok, which Dick still chuckles about to this day.

From there they proceeded to Paramount, where they saw Rudolph Valentino dressed as a

matador for his famous silent movie Blood and Sand. In Dick’s memory, the studio had built a

full-scale bullring on its back lot for the most celebrated actor of his day. In the middle of the

ring stood a bored-looking bull, tightly chained to stakes in the ground so he would be less

likely to harm Valentino as the actor passed his cape over him in close-ups. During a break in

the shooting a publicist whispered something in Valentino’s ear and the actor’s face lit up in

astonishment. Then, making a vague gesture toward director Fred Niblo (whom he famously

disliked), he strode off in the direction of the Harrouns.“I’ll never forget the way he treated us,”

says Dick. Valentino tousled Dick’s hair, bent to pinch his cheek, and asked if he would like to

pet the bull. Then, standing erect, the great Latin Lover looked directly into the eyes of the man

who might have billed himself as the great Spartansburg, Pennsylvania, Lover—and clasped

both of Ray’s hands in his own.“Oh, my, my,” Valentino said, as if in a rapture, “the 500

miles!”UNTIL THE MOMENT that one ran over his breastbone, Clifford Littrell had been



exceedingly fond of automobiles. To be sure, a lot of young people were car-crazy in 1909,

endlessly debating the relative merits of the National, the Pierce-Arrow, and the Knox, fogging

the windows at the McFarlan showroom with their Sweet Caporal–scented sighs, scanning the

glossy pages of The Horseless Age for gossip about rumored innovations like windshields and

black tires (as opposed to the standard, tiresome off-white)—and digging through bins at dry

goods emporiums for the latest in silk driving scarves (for men) or the kind of cunning little

riding bonnet sported by Lottie Lakeside in the hit Broadway musical The Motor Girl. But Littrell

was no mere enthusiast.No, this poor fellow—whom we come upon writhing in the bustling

intersection of Capitol Avenue and Vermont Street in Indianapolis, Indiana, at 11:30 on the

sunny, sticky morning of Tuesday, August 17—had dedicated his life to what was then known

as autoism. At the age of twenty-seven, he had risen from the position of molder in a metal

factory to what was then known as a mechanician. His main job was to road-test motorcycles,

which is what some Americans who disdained the French word automobile (because it was

French) then called cars. It was still so early in the motor age, you see—three years before the

Stutz Bearcat and four before the Duesenberg—that people hadn’t quite worked out the

terminology.A corpse was a corpse, though, and the prospect of seeing one caused a crowd to

gather. Littrell was no one they knew, they could see, yet no mysterious stranger, either, having

just come loose from the noisy caravan of men and equipment heading to the not-quite-

finished Indianapolis Motor Parkway—or rather Speedway, as they had been calling it these

last couple of months—some five miles northwest of town. A long line of Jacksons, Marmons,

Amplexes, Buicks, and other cars had been traveling there, circus-train-style, the better to

attract attention and whip up curiosity as they prepared for a historic event: the first racing meet

in America conducted on a track built specifically for automobiles. Thousands of auto industry

people—executives, salesmen, and common laborers like Littrell—had flocked to Indianapolis

that week for three days of competition that would begin the next afternoon and culminate in

the first edition of the 300-mile Wheeler-Schebler race on Saturday, August 21.Littrell worked

for Stoddard-Dayton of Dayton, Ohio, one of more than a thousand auto manufacturers then

trying to grab a share of the booming U.S. market. Most of those car companies were tiny

operations—some were virtual one-man shops—but Stoddard-Dayton ranked among the

largest, with several hundred employees. Littrell had started there about five years before,

when the company, instead of turning out “Touring cars with Speed and Symmetry in every

line,” as their literature boasted, was instead still making mowers, hay rakes, and harrows. That

morning he had been perched on the rear of the company’s highly touted No. 19 race car as it

rolled out of the garage. It was a precarious spot, atop the gas tank with no handle to grasp,

but the trip to the Speedway seemed relatively short, and the traffic, a mix of horse-drawn and

motorized vehicles, was moving sluggishly; he thought he would be all right. Then he

remembered a wrench he had left behind, and, without informing the driver, he braced himself

to hop off the vehicle, figuring he would grab the tool, catch up to the car, and quickly clamber

back aboard. Just at that moment, though, the traffic jam eased a bit, the No. 19 car surged

forward, and Littrell, who had been poised to jump, tumbled to the street, landing on his back.

Brakes, like automobile lingo, were a work in progress in those early months of the Taft

administration, and the car behind him could not stop in time to avert disaster. One witness

said the sound was “that of a coconut being cleaved.”The ambulance that came for Littrell was

a brand-new electric-powered Waverly with a butter-soft black leather driver’s seat and an

interior of polished poplar, the kind of elegant, expensive ($3,000) vehicle already becoming

increasingly rare following the introduction of the plebeian Model T Ford ($850) in 1908.

Befitting a city that aspired to open a clear lead over Detroit as an automobile manufacturing



center, Indianapolis had two motorized ambulances in those days, proudly publicized in the

press. That the unknown Samaritan who called for help that morning had summoned the one

from the Methodist Hospital, and not the motor ambulance belonging to the Flanner and

Buchanan funeral home, is perhaps a testament to the optimism that percolated through the

town of 233,000 on the eve of the Speedway’s debut. Or maybe it was just wishful thinking.

Once the word spread about Littrell’s accident, his well-being would concern a circle far beyond

his immediate family, back in their humble digs on Dayton’s Wyoming Street. Some of the most

powerful men in Indianapolis would stop what they were doing and pray that the Lord not take

the beloved husband of Jesse and the devoted father of two-year-old Helen—at least not until

Sunday, by which time the crowds and the out-of-town newspapermen would have moved

on.One couldn’t blame the town fathers and the Speedway founders for hoping to avoid

unseemly incidents that might mar the mood. A lot was at stake for the spunky Circle City over

the next few days, and to have a young autoist mangled by one of the very machines that

everyone had come to celebrate would be something sure to get tongues a-clucking. If the

papers played it as a random accident that was one thing; plenty of car wrecks made the pages

of the town’s four dailies each day, usually with too much information about heads sliced

cleanly open and knees crushed to a papery translucence. But should the Littrell incident turn

into some sentimental tabloid trope about how “Death had visited the race meeting even before

the first cars were cranked up for competition” and so on, as it easily might—well, that no doubt

would set off the biggest round of I-told-you-so’s since the day in 1897 when the first

automobile arrived in Indianapolis (it was a Benz, shipped from Germany) and, against much

good advice, carriage maker Charles Black took it for a trial spin and promptly smashed a

horse cart parked outside the Grand Hotel and two plate glass shopwindows on Washington

Street. More than that, Littrell’s death, should it occur, would provide political leverage to

certain voices in the community who equated an auto racing track with the Seventh Circle of

Hell, and wanted no such diabolical venue in Indianapolis.WHILE SCIENTIFIC MARKET

research was still in its infancy, it was clear from tavern-talk and newspaper stories that

America was sharply divided on the subject of automobile racing. To put that controversy in

context, let’s recall first, though, that the nation just then was palpitating through the first torrid

stages of a love affair with organized sports. Entrepreneurs and politicians had established that

horse racing, boxing, and baseball—the three most popular pastimes in the first decade of the

twentieth century—could, if presented properly, stir civic pride, keep young men out of trouble,

and enliven the local economy. The relatively new games of football and basketball were

meanwhile coming on strong as school sports. Indiana, for its part, already had thriving men’s

and women’s basketball leagues that mixed college and YMCA (and YWCA) teams, and a

baseball club, the Indianapolis Indians, who in 1909 were the reigning champs of the American

Association, eclipsing their cross-state rivals, the Muncie Fruit Jars. But Indianapolis—twenty-

third on the list of American cities in terms of economic clout, and hell-bent on cracking the top

ten—badly needed what today would be called a marquee event to attract out-of-towners and

help the city overcome its image as a burg somehow both sleazy and dull.Earlier that year,

Mayor Charles A. Bookwalter, borrowing from the writings of Saint Paul, had ordered the proud

phrase “I am a citizen of no mean city” inscribed on the cornerstone of the new city hall.

Bookwalter, a practical politician known for his tolerance of downtown gin mills, whorehouses,

and gambling dens, was also a strong believer in sports as a tool of urban advancement; a

former president of the American Bowling Congress, Bookwalter had brought the titans of

tenpins to Indianapolis for the ABC Tournament in 1903, and the event had attracted a fair-

sized “family” audience to Tomlinson Hall. For those looking to burnish the city’s reputation as a



place where Big Things happened, and crowds flocked, sports was obviously one way to go.

But was an automobile speedway really the project around which the good citizens of

Indianapolis wanted to rally?Was auto racing, for that matter, really even a sport?It was a fair

question.A large problem with auto racing for many people (then and now) was that machines,

not athletes, provided the muscle and the quickness. A short stroll through the pit area at, say,

the one-mile Indiana State Fairgrounds track, where car races in Indianapolis had previously

occurred, could have told you that most professional autoists were not athletes in the

conventional sense of the term. A star driver like Ralph DePalma believed in calisthenics, a

balanced diet, and abstaining from alcohol while preparing for a race (he sometimes consumed

nothing but bread and milk for several days before a competition), but DePalma was a singular

driver in any number of ways. In terms of personal habits and physical presence, the cherubic,

cigar-chomping Barney Oldfield and the ungainly, pear-shaped Louis Chevrolet were more the

norm for race car men—though the point is really that there was no norm.Which was

absolutely fine for many fans for whom the cars were sexy and interesting enough to

compensate for any failure on the part of the drivers to resemble Greek deities. Americans at

that moment were poised on the edge of a historic domestic decision. Or maybe “poised” isn’t

the right word for a multitude in an emotional roil over the question of when to finally bid adieu

to Old Dobbin and take the plunge into the motor age, to convert the old stable into a garage.

Differentiating among the mind-boggling number of auto makes was difficult but key for those

for whom a car might be the largest financial commitment they would ever make. Racing—

which put the latest products to the test and let the chips (as well as the drive chains and

connecting rods) fall where they may—was one good way of getting the information people

sorely needed, the closest thing a car shopper had in those days to Consumer Reports.

Leading manufacturers favored the practice, too, because they felt that it got clutched

customers off the dime. As Henry Ford himself said, “The way to sell cars is to race them.”And

yet there were severe limits on what one could glean from the racing game. After almost fifteen

years of fitful evolution, auto racing in 1909 remained an inchoate muddle, capable of yielding

few hard truths. As an attraction at fairs and horse tracks it sometimes worked, and sometimes

failed miserably to pull in fans. Even its staunchest backers admitted that the sport—or

whatever it was—suffered from a lack of structure: it had no dependable schedule, no regular

season, no annual rallying point unless you counted the Vanderbilt Cup, a road race far out on

Long Island—and no clear and consistent rules about how much you could soup up your

supposedly stock vehicle. Statistics were kept haphazardly if at all, and the timing and charting

of events was often highly subjective when it wasn’t utter chaos. Gimmicks were often the order

of the day, with promoters staging races in which drivers picked up and dropped off female

passengers, or tried to see how far they could go in twenty-four hours of constant circling; in

1908 a Brooklyn-born choirmaster named Ralph Mulford emerged as the steely-bunned king of

these round-the-clock marathon grinds. But a lot of what was called auto racing then was really

just barnstorming, a distant cousin of vaudeville in which a field of five or six drivers would tour

the country, staging what was essentially a fixed race at every stop. “Fixed” in this context,

however, does not suggest something entirely predictable or in full working order. Just because

it wasn’t difficult to guess the intended winner of an event billed as “Barney Oldfield and His

Traveling All Stars” didn’t mean that tires, gears, centrifugal force, and fate wouldn’t conspire to

produce a bloody or even deadly day at the races.Which was, of course, why a lot of people

came to the auto races. Not to see death, exactly, in most cases—but to spend some time

luxuriating in its titillating possibility.IT WOULD BE difficult to exaggerate the dangerousness of

racing in a vintage 1909 automobile. “A man prominently identified with motor racing said that



he would as soon ask a man to stand against a wall and be shot at with a Winchester as ask

him to drive in a track race,” said an editorial in the Detroit Daily News in 1909. Explosive tire

blowouts were common, oil leakage routine, and so you often had cars careening out of control

on a well-lubricated surface. Vehicles frequently flipped over, or “turned turtle” as they said in

those days, usually crushing the driver and “riding mechanicians” (the term didn’t shed its

vestigial syllable until about 1912), poor souls—or total idiots, or immoral thrill seekers,

depending on your point of view—who had no seat belts, roofs, roll bars, or hard helmets to

protect them. Nor were the drivers’ and RMs’ chances much better when, following a collision

or blowout, they flew from their seats and sailed into walls, trees, fences, buildings, infield

ponds, or seas of startled onlookers. No one kept stats on deadly racing wrecks, but they

occurred so often that drivers sometimes took up a collection the night before an event for the

next day’s newly minted widows, whoever they might turn out to be. Some bookmakers offered

propositions that allowed you to bet on a particular driver to win, live, or die. (Wagers were

seldom accepted on the fate of riding mechanicians, who, for all practical purposes, didn’t

count; though killed at a significantly greater rate than the drivers—who at least had the

steering wheel to hang on to when things got hairy—RMs often went unnamed in newspaper

accounts of their own demise.)Because of all the carnage racing produced, a good many

people thought the sport-not-a-sport debate missed the point, and that car competitions ought

simply to be declared illegal. Some towns formally banned auto racing, while elsewhere mobs

reminiscent of the torch-bearing villagers in Frankenstein chased touring drivers and their

crewmembers out of town. More than a few localities went so far as to hire a professional

rainmaker, hoping he could create a cloudburst on race day that would force a possibly life-

saving cancellation. A man named Ned Broadwell made a handsome living in the Midwest in

the early 1900s both by trying to cause rainouts at race meets and accepting bribes from auto

racing promoters to get lost.THE ANTI-RACING FORCES in Indianapolis had spoken out

strongly after Carl Fisher announced, in the winter of 1908, that he and his partners would

begin construction of the Indianapolis Motor Parkway, and Mayor Bookwalter had heard them

out—and then gone about the business of helping the founders of the Speedway, as it would

be retitled after a few months, get the necessary approvals and permits. By the spring of ’09,

all seemed to be going well at the construction site, or so the press releases said. The track

would open as scheduled on June 5 of that year, Bookwalter proudly told whoever would listen,

and soon the world would know, he was sure, that auto racing, if packaged and presented

properly, could be an exciting but safe and decidedly high-class endeavor every bit as worthy

of public acceptance as the Sport of Kings, America’s Pastime, or the Manly Art of Self-

Defense. And this, the mayor felt, besides being a triumph in itself, would help Indianapolis

establish a reputation as the Car Capital of the U.S.A.But the optimistic projections of

Bookwalter—who was perhaps still feeling exhilarated from the injection of campaign funds he

had received from the Speedway’s backers—were one thing. The true facts told a different,

more sobering, tale.For Fisher and his three co-founders—Arthur Newby, James Allison, and

Frank Wheeler—launching the Indianapolis Motor Speedway was proving to be much less fun

than they had imagined when, with a clink of highball glasses, they kicked in a total of

$250,000 to buy 320 acres of what had been the old Pressley farm (no relation, but the owner

did have a daughter named Elva) the year before. Back then the affluent amigos saw the

Speedway as a mere sideline to their regular endeavors, a valuable addition to the community

and the Indiana auto industry, to be sure, but also an amusing, high-profile way of flexing their

celebrated Midas touches. Almost immediately, though, their lark had turned into a bear of a

project and they had found themselves mired in quotidian but crucial issues relating to



racetrack construction—most notably, the problem of getting a sufficient quantity of the

particular kind of gleaming white stones that their chief engineer had chosen for the racing

surface. They needed 90,000 cubic yards to cover the planned 60-foot-wide, two-and-a-half-

mile-long course, and, because the surface was what would elevate the Speedway above the

cindery, poorly graded horse tracks that autoists hitherto had been racing on—and thus be the

key component in allowing a sometimes primitive spectacle to be presented as civilized sport—

Fisher had spent the winter and spring of ’09 identifying, visiting, and striking deals with

eighteen different firms in and around Indiana that stocked that particular grade and shade of

gravel.The Speedway, in general, had necessitated much more day-to-day decision making

and hands-on managing of people and resources than the partners had anticipated. Seven

days a week for five months, five hundred men and three hundred mules had toiled long hours,

hauling in thousands of wagonloads of track bedding and surfacing material. The same

workforce also had built a twelve-thousand-seat grandstand and forty-two other structures

including cafés, clubhouses, refreshment stands, judges’ booths, restrooms, and a press shack

from which the word could go forth about the wonders of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway,

America’s answer to the year-old but already famous Brooklands course in Surrey, England,

the first built-for-auto-racing venue in the world.Throughout the construction period, the word

did go out relentlessly and at times weirdly, thanks to publicity chief Ernest A. Moross, a tall,

lean former bicycle racer whose official title at the Speedway was director of contests. While

composing propaganda pieces for various newspapers—publicists often published under their

own bylines in those days—Moross maintained an unvarying regimen: he would roll a sheet of

paper into his typewriter, light a cigarette, then allow himself to be transported to the land of

purple prose. In the Indianapolis Star of August 14, 1909, he promised “Competition such as

been dreamed of will be witnessed when cars representing almost every country in the world

will whirl by piloted by demons of speed and unrest.” Hyping the infelicitously titled Wheeler-

Schebler race, which was named after a carburetor company owned in part by Speedway

founder Frank Wheeler, he called it “a battle of giants at which the pygmies will be torn in twain

as if by mountain chains.” In Moross’s defense, no one knew just how receptive the citizens of

Indianapolis would be to the idea of auto racing at the Speedway, so it made sense, in a way,

to go with the hard sell and err on the side of shredded pygmies. (By the same logic, he could

also be forgiven for asserting elsewhere that “the town was booked up solid” for the race meet,

although “many fine accommodations” remained available.) But Moross, like Fisher, may simply

have been burnt out by mid-August of ’09, having spent the last few months tied to his desk as

if by mountain chains, working like a demon of unrest. The man was exaggerating, spinning,

and outright fibbing as fast as he could, doing heavy-duty damage control in the wake of two

shakedown events that had caused flop sweat to blossom across a number of prominent

brows.IT WOULD BE difficult to designate the bigger of the two disasters that preceded the

Speedway’s first auto racing meet, though the more colossally boring was clearly the hot-air

balloon races, held on the unseasonably sultry Saturday of June 5. This should not have

surprised anyone, really, since competitive gasbagging had been on the downslide since the

late eighteenth century, when the invention of the passenger balloon by the Montgolfier

brothers of Annonay, France, had ignited an all too brief vogue for joining the Mile-High Club.

But Fisher, though born poor, had a collection of eccentric-rich-guy passions, one of which

involved the vehicles he liked to call “cloud racers.” The previous October he had arranged for a

40,000 cubic foot balloon to carry one of his new-model Stoddard-Daytons over Indianapolis—

with him in the driver’s seat. Fisher, perhaps the most successful auto dealer in the country that

year, guessed that the stunt would generate more interest than signs or ads about the car’s



new state-of-the-art oil pump and “double ignition system,” and he was correct. “Five thousand

unbelieving people watched the start at the plant of the Indianapolis Gas Company,” the Star

reported, “and saw the automobile securely hitched to the balloon to take the place of the

customary basket. . . . Cheers from the thousands and hats waved in the air marked the start of

the flight . . . [and] more than 100 cameras held by persons in the crowd were snapped several

times.” The car hovered about a hundred feet above the downtown area for an hour and forty

minutes before landing softly in Southport, about eight miles away. How much the stunt helped

sales can never be known, but Fisher had such fun that he resolved to get a balloonist’s

license and compete in a race that his Speedway (then still in the dreaming stages) would one

day present. “Carl Fisher holds license No. 17 for balloon pilots in America,” his friend Will

Rogers wrote in his syndicated newspaper column soon afterward. “I didn’t know you could

pilot one—I thought the wind did that.”Just as Will Rogers’s jokes couldn’t all be gems, Carl

Fisher’s aeronautical exploits weren’t uniformly riveting. He had sold the idea of a balloon race

to his fellow founders as a way to generate revenue without disrupting work on the track

surface, which was at that late date still far from finished. (The balloonists would use only the

infield, as a launching point.) Naturally, Fisher couldn’t resist taking part in the competition: he

and his “aeronautical advisor,” Capt. George F. Bumbaugh, would travel in a large red balloon

Fisher had christened the Indiana. But the event was a hard sell from the start. Although

statistics showed ballooning to be about as dangerous as duckpins, Moross did his best to

wring melodrama from the lives of the pilots. “Pathetic partings were exchanged between some

of the men before they left their families,” said a story he planted in the June 4 Star. “Wives and

children feared to bid goodbye to the men because of the possibility of fatal damage in such a

daring undertaking. Mrs. Lambert and Mrs. Honeywell both pleaded with their husbands in vain

to restrain them from entering, according to reports by friends.”The day actually started out

promisingly for the promoters: an estimated forty thousand pilgrims clogged the roads to the

Speedway. Ultimately, however, only about 3,500 paid the 50-cent to one-dollar admission, the

rest realizing that they could see just as well, if not better, reclining in pastures or perching on

tree limbs just outside the grounds. Not that anyone saw much more than nine huge balloons

slowly disappearing into a scorching, featureless sky at the urging of their rather stodgy-looking

pilots (a silk top hat tumbled sadly from the stratosphere as the modest throng began to

disperse). It was all so very 1789, or at any rate so pre-1903, the year the Wright brothers

made their historic powered flight at Kitty Hawk, and rendered ballooning a quaint curiosity.

Prizes were to be awarded for distance traveled and hours spent aloft, but the results wouldn’t

be known for days, by which time the populace had long since moved on to other, more

engaging matters, like, say, combing their hair and chopping celery. (Then and now, balloon

races became interesting only when the contestants were blown over Southern states, where

people shot at them.) Most people never noticed Fisher’s claim that his Indiana had stayed

aloft for a world-record 48 hours, 50 minutes—or that, after witnesses came forward to say they

had seen him on the ground during that interval, he confessed that he and Bumbaugh had in

fact landed periodically so he could “stretch my limbs and smoke a cigar.”Although Moross

feigned amazement over the results of the balloon races, insisting they were an aesthetic and

financial success beyond description (as so many things for him were) and speculating publicly

about future air shows involving the Wright brothers and others, the communal yawn over the

Speedway’s inaugural event was more than a bit disconcerting to the founders and others

concerned with the facility’s fate. True, this wasn’t the big midsummer auto racing meet, but the

fact remained that the Indianapolis Motor Speedway had thrown open its gates with

considerable fanfare, and few Hoosiers with four bits in their pocket had seemed to give a



hoot.NEXT UP ON the Speedway’s agenda: motorcycles!In theory it was a smart idea to have

one more preliminary event before the place opened “for real” on August 18, for all the crowd

control, food service, and plumbing-related reasons a casual observer might imagine. In

practice, however, the two-day motorcycle meet scheduled for August 13 and 14 was good

news only for Carl Fisher’s scotch supplier. The central problem was that, unlike balloonists,

motorcycle racers need a track on which to conduct their noisy business. And if you define a

track as a firm, smooth, and stable surface over which vehicles can move easily, then that’s not

something that the Indianapolis Motor Speedway had with only a few days to go before its

official launch date. As the members of the Federation of American Motorcyclists poured into

Indianapolis for what was for them an event of historic magnitude, this failing weighed heavily

on the minds and livers of the already beleaguered Founding Four.The vehicles overseen by

the FAM were essentially motorcycles as we know them today—two-wheeled motorized bikes—

but ridden by men who were clearly not the spiritual forebears of the Hells Angels. While they

liked to rev up their lightweight, 5 to 7 horsepower Indians, Harley-Davidsons, and Flying

Merkels and tear around a track, the men of the FAM stood for sportsmanship, camaraderie,

and safety first. A highly social lot, they tended to enjoy having banquets, making speeches,

and presenting plaques and trophies to one another almost as much as racing, or so it

seemed. When the FAM agreed to hold its seventh annual national convention in Indianapolis

in conjunction with the motorcycle meet, the town fathers knew just how to welcome the five

hundred not-so-wild-ones: they draped the downtown in red, white, and blue bunting and

scheduled four days of parades, photo opportunities, and lemonade luncheons. Jake DeRosier,

the almost jockey-size thirty-year-old “world champion motorcyclist” (a title that seems to have

been bestowed upon him by Moross), was feted as if he were Enrico Caruso, the racehorse

Dan Patch, or one of the other superstars of the day.But if the members of the FAM aren’t

smiling in any of the photographs taken during those gala pre-meet festivities—and they don’t

appear to be—there is ample reason. An advance party from the organization, while attempting

to hold an impromptu practice session at the Speedway on Friday, August 6, had discovered

the place’s scary little secret: although the grandstand and other structures appeared ready

and even eager for action in their crisp green and white trim, the course itself was an unmade

bed of dirt, rocks, and taroid (a mix of pitch and oil).It was clear at that point to even the

founders themselves that they had tried to do way too much far too quickly. They had given

themselves only five months to build their Speedway and their original plan had called for a

rectangular outer track of two and a half miles surrounding an equally long “road course” that

would snake its way irregularly through the infield and connect with the rectangle at the top of

the homestretch, near turn four. But all hope of finishing the road course by mid-August had

been abandoned by early summer, and the day the FAM folks arrived they saw that Fisher’s

tendency to think too grandly extended to the main course as well.The track as conceived by

engineer Park Taliaferro Andrew was an elaborate—and unprecedented—parfait: two inches of

large gray gravel laid upon the natural red-clay soil of Marion County, followed by two inches of

limestone covered with taroid, followed by two more inches of slightly smaller, taroid-drenched

gravel, topped off with another two inches of the dry white stones Fisher had spent so much

time procuring, each layer being steamrollered repeatedly to pack it down hard. Andrew had

claimed that for a price less than asphalt, macadam, or brick, this unique method provided a

course that was faster, easier on cars, and more durable than the concrete track at Brooklands,

which reportedly had begun crumbling in places after just a few months’ use. After looking over

the plans, Fisher had granted his enthusiastic approval. It would be “like solid rock,” Moross

assured the press, and “as smooth as a floor.”Andrew also claimed that the Speedway surface



would be much safer than the road courses and the horse tracks the drivers were accustomed

to because his method supposedly eliminated dust. It was “the fatal dust,” wrote Moross, which

was “so rapidly decimating the number of skilled pilots,” sending them “embalmed and battered

into speed oblivion.” Translation: dust—or the grit or cinders blown by the wind or kicked up by

the cars in front of you—became a potentially deadly factor as one reached racing speeds of

60 to 80 miles per hour. In an age when drivers (and their riding mechanicians) sat high off the

ground in windshield-less cockpits, insidious racetrack dust could rip a man’s face to bloody

ribbons, crack or work its way around the edges of his goggles, and invade his eyes, blinding

him to slow-moving or broken-down vehicles ahead. More than a few spectators could tell tales

of witnessing fatal wrecks in which drivers plowed at full speed into disabled cars that the fans

could see clearly from their 50-cent seats in the grandstand. When, as sometimes happened, a

worried mother beseeched a race organizer to bar her speed-crazy son from driving, it was,

whether she knew it or not, dust, and not a scalding steel engine, a blown tire, or the battle-

scarred (and sometimes bloodstained) wall around some poorly graded racetrack curve that

was her darling boy’s deadliest enemy.But effective though the gravel-and-taroid technique

might (or might not) have been, it took a long time to install such a track—more days (it would

later become apparent) than the founders had remaining on their schedule. Motorcycle practice

on August 6 was out of the question, and a spokesman for the FAM informed Fisher that the

race meeting nine days hence would most likely need to be canceled. Fisher knew they weren’t

negotiating, just stating a fact. He could see the fear in their eyes (the cyclists usually raced on

hard-packed sand beaches or smooth little wooden velodromes they inherited after the 1890s

bicycle racing boom fizzled) and they could see the fear in his (the Speedway had been

counting on fifty thousand paying customers for the two days of motorcycle competition, and

the FAM’s refusal to race could make the American Automobile Association think twice about

sanctioning the automobile meet scheduled for the following week).Fisher may have been

quaking in the odd, self-designed patent leather strap-on slippers he favored for most

occasions (he liked to keep his feet well ventilated, he said, even in winter)—but he didn’t have

much choice about a course of action. Rather than argue with the motorcyclists, he employed

the sort of diplomatic skills he didn’t always exhibit when dealing with various authority figures

around Indianapolis and his often disgruntled girlfriends (he was sued for breach of promise

ten times). Visiting the leaders of the FAM in their suite at the Dennison Hotel, he forthrightly

acknowledged the sad state of the Speedway, and promised, as one of the principal owners of

Prest-O-Lite, a company that made acetylene headlamps for motorized vehicles, that work

would continue around the clock, thanks to one hundred gas-powered lanterns that he would

have hauled in and placed at strategic intervals along the course. “The Speedway will positively

be in finished condition and ready for record time,” he announced, through Moross, to the local

papers.All the wattage in the world wouldn’t have helped, though, because no amount of

tamping and steamrolling could get the sundry components of the track to cohere. The night

before the Friday the 13th opening of the motorcycle meet, FAM officials, on their way back to

their headquarters at the Dennison from a (Fisher-arranged) outing to attend a vaudeville show

at the German House, fell into a discussion about whether they ought to consider moving their

races to the track at the Indiana State Fairgrounds, the very venue that the Speedway was

supposed to supersede. It was hardly an outrageous notion, given that in practice runs the

track kept breaking away under the motorcyclists’ tires, and that some members of the grounds

crew were predicting that the annual plague of snails that hit the Pressley farm about that time

each year was fixing to erupt, adding a stratum of snail-slime to the taroid-and-gravel mixture.

Still, when a Star reporter staking out the hotel got wind of their thinking, and reached Fisher



by telephone for a reaction, he continued to insist that everything would be fine by race time,

and refused to consider canceling. Just that afternoon, Fisher noted, the acclaimed

motorcyclist Ed Lingenfelder had gone twenty-five miles around the Speedway in twenty-five

minutes and reported no problems (at least not formally). “We have double the force of men

working day and night smoothing out the remaining defects,” Fisher said in a written statement

that had scant truth but more than a little Moross in it. “There is no reason why records cannot

be broken. The races on the track tomorrow will demonstrate the truth of this assertion, as the

practices have already done.”Fisher’s statements about Lingenfelder were accurate as far as

they went. But he neglected to mention several things: that the motorcyclist’s time that day was

a full five minutes slower than DeRosier’s record for the same distance; that afterward

Lingenfelder had stalked off the course, saying it was far too abrasive for motorcycle tires—and

that other cyclists had complained that day that the roughness made it impossible for them to

hold on to their handlebars. These omissions show that Fisher knew how dangerous his course

was, but chose to push forward anyway. Like other unfettered capitalists of that era, he could

be careless with other people’s lives.Fortunately for all concerned, a steady, light rain fell on

Friday morning, and Fisher jumped at the excuse to postpone the first day’s racing until

Saturday, and shift the second day’s card to Monday afternoon (racing was prohibited on

Sundays). As a gesture of peace, and a means of keeping the FAM executives away from the

still bustling construction site, Fisher invited his already well-wined-and-dined guests to a

boxing smoker on Friday night in West Lafayette. As the group watched Colored Jimmy

Backburn outpoint Young Tholman, Young Cohen draw with Young Forbes, and Indiana

featherweight champ Young Donnelly defeat the amazingly neither colored nor young Frank

Edler, they puffed on cigars with a custom FAM band that Fisher had passed out with an only

slightly too wide smile.SOMETIMES A CIGAR is just a cigar, but at the Speedway on Saturday

dozens of “brawny young men” who were “stripped to the waist” because of the intense heat

“swung heavy mallets” and tamped down gravel with “thick beams” while others sat astride

“champing motorcycles,” waiting for the competition to start. The scene as described by the

Indianapolis dailies sounds like Christopher Street of a summer evening. Not everyone was

feeling macho, though, especially after what happened to one of the first men to go out for a

practice run. At just past noon, Albert Gibney, a twenty-three-year-old motorcycle cop on the

Indianapolis police force who had entered himself in an amateur event, was taking a turn at

about 60 miles per hour on his Reading Standard (not his work bike) when he lost control, flew

off, and rolled some 200 feet over the moonscape passing as a racing track. The local papers

waxed waggish about the irony, describing Patrolman Gibney as “bogey of the speed fiends of

the city” and “the bane of scorchers [speeders].” The Star said little about his extensive internal

injuries and painful lacerations (he would be hospitalized for six weeks) while breezily noting

that he had been “temporarily laid up for repairs.” Coverage of Gibney’s accident also revealed

just how blasé—or naive—many people in those days were about motor sports: the

Indianapolis Sun, noting that Gibney was hand-pumping oil into his engine (a necessity in

those days) as he took the turn, described the procedure as “a process which requires no

slackening of speed, but which does require the use of one hand.”After Gibney went down,

many riders, already worried about the roughness of the track, and the surprisingly timid

banking on the Speedway turns, muttered among themselves that they wouldn’t start—or if

they did they wouldn’t push themselves or their bikes very hard. Some Speedway officials

confronted the grousers and called them “yellow,” the papers said, but quite a few motorcyclists

proved as good as their word: only nine of thirteen entrants came to the wire for the first race,

ten of twenty-nine in the second, nine of fifteen in the third, and so on; no accidents had



occurred to that point, but neither had anyone gone close to a record time despite the

unusually long course on which they were racing. When track maintenance work caused a

forty-five-minute delay after the fourth race, a large percentage of the crowd—which had

reached only about 3,500 at its peak (not even many snails showed up)—went home.Those

who left early missed the Kodak moment when exactly no riders came out for the sixth race,

which was supposed to be the afternoon’s feature event, a 10-miler for the top pros. Some of

the remaining fans booed. Storming into the pits, Fisher called upon the racers to consider the

paying public, or what was left of it, and when that didn’t work he scratched his chin for a

moment or two, then proposed a 10-mile match race pitting the Champion of the West,

Lingenfelder (he was champion of nothing and a native of Chicago but was living in Los

Angeles at the time), against DeRosier, a French Canadian who had moved to Massachusetts

and thus qualified as Champion of the East (as well as, in Moross’s opinion, the world). Before

those two could say yes or no a band was playing patriotic marches and Moross was standing

before the grandstand with his megaphone held aloft, declaiming their names and some

partially true facts about them in the direction of scattered weenie vendors—since the heavily

German population of Indianapolis called hot dogs “weenies” in those days—and mostly empty

seats.As sorry as the scene was, being chosen for single combat appealed to the riders’ egos.

Lingenfelder, who had been already dressed in his trademark all-white racing togs, rode out

proudly; DeRosier also cut an impressive figure, wearing bright red tights and a jersey with an

American flag sewn to the back. At Lingenfelder’s request, an assistant had tied his feet to the

cranking pedals of his German-made NSU motorcycle, a terribly risky tactic that ensured he’d

stay attached to the machine despite the bumpy surface, but which left him with no chance to

bail out.Clearly the so-called Western Champ was bent on winning—he got off aggressively

and was holding a lead of about one motorcycle length after the first lap. But they were going

far too fast for DeRosier’s taste. As the two swept down the backstretch for the second time,

the Eastern Champ pulled his Indian within shouting distance of Lingenfelder and urged him

“for God’s sake take it easy.” Lingenfelder responded by lowering his chest against the

handlebars, gunning his engine, and pulling away. He was still lengthening his lead when, as

they came around turn four and passed under the pedestrian bridge about 250 yards from the

grandstand, DeRosier’s front tire blew to pieces, and a chunk of it got lodged in his cycle’s front

fork. The bike bucked like a mustang, and he flew onto the track and slid, on his flag-draped

back, almost a hundred feet over sharp gravel behind his snarling, slithering machine.

Lingenfelder said later that he could hear his opponent’s screams above their cycles’ combined

roar.DeRosier would survive, albeit barely (to die in another wreck at another track a few years

later). But some of the spectators were traumatized by the violence they had witnessed at such

close range, and had to be led to the Speedway’s hospital tent for sherry and talk therapy. The

program ended shortly thereafter, with the pathetic announcement that not just the rest of that

day’s card but also Monday’s slate of races had been canceled.Competition is indispensable to

progress.—JOHN STUART MILLJAKE DEROSIER WAS still in the hospital, and still

hemorrhaging, the morning that Cliff Littrell went down at the intersection of Capitol and

Vermont. But though it had been less than a week since the FAM meet came to its inglorious

ending, no one was talking about DeRosier or any of the other motorcyclists anymore, just as

people around Indianapolis had largely neglected to check the sports page agate type for

results of the balloon races a few days after they transpired so vaporously back in June. It was

almost as if the evil genius Moross had pulled off a mind-wipe of the populace, allowing the

Speedway to launch a fresh propaganda campaign each time it presented a different sort of

show.But that is giving the empurpled publicist far too much credit. As common sense will tell



you, and as the Speedway’s early paid attendance figures clearly demonstrated, not all kinds

of racing have an equal pull on the public, and some, pace those tens of thousands who stole a

peek at the balloons from surrounding farmland, hold almost no appeal at all. As they met most

mornings around their table at Pop Haynes’s restaurant on North Pennsylvania Street, the

founders may have expressed grave concern about the impending opening, they may have

signaled for a little gin in their tomato juice, but the public did not sense the weight of their

concerns. Rather than seeing the Speedway as having stumbled out of the starting gate, most

people, if they thought anything at all about the venture, assumed that it hadn’t really begun in

earnest yet.Automobile racing, everyone understood, was the endeavor that would decide the

place’s fate. As a business, auto racing, as we have already seen, was no sure thing in 1909,

but any reasonable observer would have called it a decent bet—a new and glamorous and

controversial sport (let us call it) with considerable upside potential. If Fisher and his fellow

founders could harness civic spirit, whip up curiosity about the state-of-the-art cars and the

colorful characters who drove them, and trade on the potent idea of danger while minimizing

actual carnage—well, then, their Speedway would almost certainly flourish. And that would do

much more than make four rich men richer and give the sports-minded citizenry an occasional

alternative to boxing matches, basketball tournaments, and baseball games: it would ensure

that Indiana’s four-hundred-odd auto manufacturers had something that no other state yet had

in an age when consecutive miles of paved road were still difficult to come by—a decent

testing ground for cars. That, in turn, could help Indianapolis elbow aside Detroit and become

the motor capital of America. All this and a few hundred jobs depended on the success of the

Speedway, whose founders needed most immediately to keep optimism alive by shifting the

focus away from their still unstable racing surface—and, now, the broken body of Littrell.So far

so good. The positive part of their plan—the selling of auto racing as the Next Big Thing—had

begun months before, and, in contrast to the track work, it was proceeding apace. By

midsummer, Moross (a much better schmoozer than writer) had bonded with practically every

journalist in town over “Scotch highs” and mint juleps. Eager to give the scriveners something

to write about besides gravel and taroid, he took them for spins around the Speedway, steering

artfully to avoid the more bone-jarring stretches. One day he issued a quite modern-seeming

“tale of the tape”–type fact sheet concerning the brand-new but somehow already “prestigious”

Wheeler-Schebler trophy, noting that it was eight feet tall, made of sterling silver, estimated to

weigh 500 pounds troy weight, designed by Tiffany, and valued at $10,000 (though

contemporary Speedway documents show it cost $8,600). On another occasion he announced

that President William Howard Taft had been invited to attend the automobile races on opening

day. (Taft was known to be a bit of a car nut, at least compared to his predecessor, Theodore

Roosevelt, who still had a “No Automobiles Allowed” sign on the front gate of his home in

Oyster Bay, Long Island.) The White House failed to RSVP, but that didn’t matter. The

overriding message was that auto racing was no longer just a country-fair attraction, a hybrid of

sport and sideshow designed to con the yokels. It was, or would soon be, classy, big-time

stuff.Moross was also prescient about the power of celebrity, a not yet widely understood

concept; he had been Barney Oldfield’s personal manager for several years, and had noted

with interest how modern cosmopolitans gathered around the stage doors of vaudeville

theaters just to see headliners like Houdini, Eddie Cantor, and Eva “That’s Why They Call Me

Tabasco” Tanguay come and go. This led him to conclude that there was hidden gold in the

service pits in the form of battle-scarred men who had been out in the world learning about life,

as opposed to spending long hours in a gymnasium juggling Indian clubs or tossing medicine

balls, like the studiously conditioned stars of more conventional sports. Construction of the



Speedway had barely started when he began bringing in luminaries from the auto racing world

to beguile the local writers.On a cold, gray day in early March of 1909, Moross introduced

Lewis Strang to the Indianapolis press. Although his name, like those of virtually all the early

drivers, has faded from public consciousness, Strang, twenty-four years old when he toured the

Speedway’s construction site, was one of the most famous—and flamboyant—racers of his

day. He won a lot (the prestigious Briarcliff, New York, Savannah, Georgia, and Lowell,

Massachusetts, road races) and wrecked a lot and seemed to live in a movie version of his

own life, full of mayhem but devoid of dire consequences. He could veer off the course and

mow down a fence, plowing through a crowd of “chauffeurs and tire people” and “knocking

them high in the air” (as he did at Brighton Beach in 1907), but then, having caused no lasting

damage (to himself at least), come back a day after a calamity “swathed in bandages” (as he

did in 1909 in Chattanooga, following an injury at Birmingham) and drive “like a demon, though

the dust was thick” to a roundly cheered victory. (Unattributed quotes here and elsewhere are

taken from contemporary newspaper or automobile trade journal accounts.) That same night,

to cap off an already good story, he might get pulled over for speeding in some far-flung hick

town—or be seen smooching with his wife-to-be, the naughty Ziegfeld Follies siren Louise

Alexander.Strang was short and feisty with a kind of up-from-the-gutter elegance, a precursor

to James Cagney. Raised by his widowed mother in a tenement in Manhattan’s seedy, muddy

Longacre Square (soon to become Times Square), he dropped out of school early and was

working as a stenographer at the age of fifteen. Strang was among the few drivers of that era

who did not begin his racing career on a bicycle, but instead went directly into cars, taking a

job as a chauffeur with H. O. Have-meyer, the rapacious “Sugar King,” in 1905 and two years

later signing on as a mechanic with his uncle Walter Christie, later to be known for his brilliance

as a designer of tanks for the Russian and British armies. (After he had made his fortune,

Christie observed, “It is no shame to be poor, but it is damn inconvenient.”) Christie at that time

was campaigning a controversial “Freak Racer” that had two engines, giving it front- and rear-

wheel drive; it was doubly powerful and, in the opinion of some, doubly dangerous—essentially

a very fast tank. The Freak, or Double-Ender, would sometimes be disqualified at the starting

line at events where the much discussed rule requiring all cars to be “stock”—that is, virtually

identical to models that the public could purchase—was enforced more rigidly (it was not sold

in any showroom).But Strang, who had quickly worked his way from the mechanician’s to the

driver’s seat, won enough races with the oversized auto, in the U.S. and Europe, to make

himself one of the top names on the makeshift racing circuit. He soon found it necessary never

to leave home without a pocketful of coins, which, when a crowd gathered around him, he

would toss in the air, creating a diversion, as his fans scrambled for the money, that allowed

him to make an escape. Sometime in early 1908, at a Broadway nightspot, his burgeoning

cloud of charisma bumped up against that of the hard-hearted, two-timing, and thoroughly

irresistible Ms. Alexander. Thunder ensued.The well-publicized courtship of Strang and

Alexander was tempestuous from the start, with him going back and forth on his vow to quit

racing for her sake, and her standing him up at the altar at least once after their post-Broadway-

curtain, 1:30 A.M.. wedding had been announced in the New York Times—likely because she

was still married to wealthy garmento Edward H. Lowe, aka the “Shirt King.” Alexander, who

was born Jennie Spaulding in Hartford, Kentucky, was in many ways typical of the women

whom that first wave of race drivers fell for—only to discover that it was really just their cars

they liked fast. Besides the Ziegfeld shows, in which she had relatively minor parts, Alexander

seemed to specialize in the kind of roles that caused critics to assure readers that she was,

despite initial appearances, not in fact nude but wearing flesh-colored tights; she may own the



record for causing the term “flesh-colored tights” to appear in newsprint. Not long after she

finally married Strang, Alexander was named in the divorce suit of the man with whom she was

performing a sultry “vampire dance” in a Manhattan cabaret show. Meanwhile, during one of

the periods when Strang had quit racing to attend to their troubled marriage, she ordered him

to go back on the track and make enough money to buy her a player piano—which he did, but

in a gesture that seemed designed to salvage his dignity, he insisted on calling it a

“pianola.”One day when Strang was experimenting with aeronautics, as many drivers did back

then, he tumbled out of a biplane as it was ascending, fell several dozen feet, and landed hard

on his back, probably suffering a concussion. The first person to reach him as he lay dazed on

the tarmac was a reporter who informed him that Alexander wanted a divorce so she could

marry Joseph Pani, a Broadway restaurateur who claimed to have introduced broccoli to the

U.S. (The credit or blame rightly belongs to Thomas Jefferson.) “Two knockouts together—this

is the limit!” Strang supposedly said.Even if his more extravagant marital woes still lay ahead of

him on the day he came to Indianapolis, clad in a smartly cut navy blue overcoat and gray

rolled-brim fedora, to meet the press, Strang was already an A-list star. That the Hoosier

writers loved him was apparent the minute Moross brought him out. He dazzled them with his

clothes, his stories of past exploits (“I drove my first lap like a real fiend,” he said of the previous

year’s Briarcliff run. “I guess the others shut down in the fog but I kept on it and at one time

nearly went over”), and his street-suave demeanor. When someone asked about his first

accident he winked and said it was “in 1904 when I hit an elevated post on Third Avenue in

New York.” Strang the interlocutor displayed the same coolness he possessed in the driver’s

seat, an attitude that, according to at least one journalist, gave him an advantage over the “hot-

blooded Latins”—by which was meant almost anyone from across the Atlantic.When Strang

asked Moross if he could see the “scale model” of the Speedway that management had placed

near the Crawfordsville Pike (now 16th Street) entrance to stimulate public interest in the

project, the press corps trotted along behind him for the long walk over, and a photographer

snapped Strang bending a bit stiffly, hands on knees, pretending to inspect what is really not

much more than an eight-foot-long chalk outline of the proposed course carved into the March

mud. Viewed strictly in aesthetic terms, the photo is drab and static, the image of a man in well-

shined shoes contemplating an oversized on-deck circle. Still, “The Vision,” as it became known

after it was published a few days later in the Sun, would stir hope and curiosity in the people of

Indianapolis, and quickly become part of the Speedway iconography. (The photograph that ran

in the Sun is slightly different from the one that most Indy buffs think of as “The Vision”; it

shows Strang standing straight up.)MOROSS’S PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN had been, then,

alternately crude and cunning. He sometimes found himself preaching to the proverbial choir—

car-loving folks who salivated at the thought of the spectacle Fisher and his pals were

promising—and, just as often, fending off naysayers (and neigh-lovers) who predicted that

anything to do with automobiles was bound to resolve in bloody doom. But what did all that add

up to in terms of audience response? How much Cracker Jack needed to be laid in, how many

ticket rippers taken on, how urgent was the need for the founders to start developing some

crackerjack excuses in case the crowds were motorcycle-meeting size? Early in the summer,

when it was becoming ever clearer that the center of the operation, the track itself, would not

hold, Fisher grew pessimistic; at one point he canceled his plan to put a saloon in the

grandstand, a sign that he was operating out of fear, and trying to be as inoffensive as

possible, although, as we shall see, inoffensiveness was not his forte. A part of him may have

hoped for a lackluster response, on the theory that the fewer witnesses to his disaster of a

racing strip, the better; let the mobs come, he may have thought, when he was better prepared.



No one could say for certain if Fisher was right to keep his expectations low—until the moment

in mid-August when a white-gloved bellman walked across the lobby of the Claypool Hotel in

downtown Indianapolis and slipped a demure “No Vacancy” sign in the front window. And then

it was official: Fisher’s long-nurtured dream of a robustly attended auto meet was, for better or

worse, coming true.Long a bellwether for Indianapolis business, the 495-room Claypool—

which boasted “more bathtubs than any hotel in the country” and dishes washed by “the art of

electricity”—declared itself sold out for August 19 through 21. Almost simultaneously, the Sun

reported that “more than 200 homes have been booked to the limit of accommodations.” The

Star said “Indianapolis hotels have never been so thronged with business,” and noted that one

downtown hostelry was squeezing as many as seventeen people into a single room. “Interest

in the races has spread over the country, and there will be thousands of people from out of the

state here to witness the events. A constant stream of autoists arrived in the city yesterday and

today hundreds are arriving on trains, foreshadowing one of the largest crowds that ever

attended a western motor event.”
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David A. Adams, “Surprisingly good. Blood and Smoke is an entertaining narrative of the

people, personalities, and events that led up to the conclusion if the inaugural Indianapolis 500.

Leerhsen has a writing style that is somwhat quirky but he pulls it off very effectively, and he

writes well...this particular grammar nazi could’t find a single spelling or grammatical error in

the entire book. Not a perfect book, a little long-winded, but the author did a great job of

making potentially dull subject matter quite entertaining. Well done.”

GA Russell, “Droll. Highly recommended to fans of auto racing. Not only is the subject matter

interesting, but the author has an unusually droll sense of humor compared to other auto

racing reporters.”

GreenFeather, “Great Book. I bought this book for my elderly parents who grew up in Indiana

and love the Indy 500. They really love this book!”

L. F. Smith, “The Indy 500-- and a lot more.... This is an excellent book. It is, of course, an

examination of the first Indy 500 race in 1911. However, in the process of writing that book, the

author has also written a very good book about what the US was like at the turn of the 20th
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century and the birth of the automobile age.First, the race: It's fairly common knowledge-- at

least among car racing fans-- that there was a certain amount of controversy and uncertainty

about the results of the first Indy 500. That's to be expected, given the primitive timing

equipment and the simple fact that no one had ever staged such a long track race previously.

However, the author makes it clear that the race fairly quickly devolved into near chaos; no one

there-- not the fans, not the race officials, not the reporters, and not even the competitors--

had a clear idea about who was in what position after the first 40 or 50 miles of the race. At the

end of the race, while the driver who thought he had won was taking a victory lap, Ray Harroun

was being congratulated as the winner in victory lane. Finally, after many hours of closed-door

work by the judges, his victory was confirmed, and all of the timing notes were destroyed.So,

did Harroun win? As the author makes clear, no one really knows. He very well might have

won. On the other hand, he may have finished in second or third place. There was so much

confusion-- and maybe even a bit of corruption-- that the actual result will never be

known.While the author is relating that history, he also examines the birth of the American car

culture at the turn of the century. We've forgotten that there were dozens of car manufacturers

building machines of every variety at that time. The sport of car racing was born about the

same time as the car, and it served the manufacturers as a way to test their machines, and--

much more importantly-- as a way to market them. Not surprisingly, the investors in the race

track at Indianapolis were closely connected to the local car manufacturers. In particular,

Howard Marmon, the builder of Ray Harroun's car, had a very close relationship with Carl

Fisher, the chief among the investors in the track. The implication for the resolution of the

race's winner is obvious.Finally, the book makes clear the extreme danger that the drivers

faced. The cars were inherently dangerous, there was no safety equipment at all, and the

tracks were rough at best and nearly impassable at worst. Nearly any mechanical failure or

moment of poor judgment could send a car spinning and tumbling out of control and fling the

driver and riding mechanic out of the car and into the fences or even the spectators. The

"blood" in the title is not a stylistic conceit.I really enjoyed this book. I learned a great deal

about the race and about the US at that time. I was also highly entertained. What more could I

ask for in a book?  I recommend it most highly.”

David E. Arnold, “Read This Book!!. Until now, I had never bought an actual hard-cover book

that cost me all the way to one shiny penny - plus postage. I thought the book itself would be in

shambles. I was wrong. It is a virgin condition public library copy, and in a sturdy wrapper. I'm

paid far more than a penny to write, so I thought Mr. Leerhsen's ability to tell a story would stink

up the room. I was wrong! He informs me, he entertains me, he makes me want to forget

going to bed and to keep reading. I had never known the story behind the first major moor car

race in Indianapolis, Ind. (a.k.a. "Nap Town"), and now I'm glad I learned it. Would my opinion

been any less-cheerful had this been a $10 or $25 expense? Heck, no! I've already

encouraged a couple friends, who, like me, are/were in the auto racing PR business, to spend

a penny and buy this for their next race trip's flights and motel nights.”

ken higgins, “Great Read for Indy 500 fans. Great book for Indy buffs. Really points out the

early struggles of the track and some of the aspects of modern racing that we take for granted.

I had no idea how complicated the timing and position process was in the early days if in fact it

existed at all. Race fans should enjoy reading about the man who brought the track to life and

the possibility it would not be here today without his promotions and perseverance. Only

downside was the commentary at times was rambling.”



paula, “Birthday gift. He loved it”

The book by Charles Leerhsen has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 119 people have provided

feedback.
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